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 with Stephanie Schwartz

Romans 10:14-17

Bringing the Message of Lifesession

THREE

1. Preach       

      (vv. 14-15)
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Session 3 Notes

2. Know     

      

3. Live      

      

(v.16)

(v.17)
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Quiet Time Questions

Personal Quiet Time 
Sunday Morning
1. Begin your time in prayer, asking God to make you willing to do whatever his word and 

his Spirit are calling you to do. Now read Romans 10:14-17. According to this text, by 
what means has God chosen to save souls, and why is it critical that you always be 
available for the ultimate use of your words?

2. What are the top three reasons you have for not preaching the gospel as often as you 
should? Take a few more minutes to talk to God. Let him know what those reasons are, 
and then ask him to grace you with a desire for obedience that exceeds your natural 
hesitations. 

3. Now it’s time to check your ability to communicate a biblical gospel!

A. Based on our template, what truth about God should we begin with, what verse could 
we use to support this truth, and why does this truth make a tremendous difference? 

B. What is the second attribute of God we must consider, and how does mankind fail to 
meet God’s standard in this area? What verse supports your conclusion?

C. There is a third truth about God that rightfully puts all humanity in a terrible place. 
What is this truth? (Again, use Scripture to support.) What is the outcome for every soul 
at this point of the gospel presentation?

D.What is the fourth truth about God that provides the good news in light of our perilous 
problem? (Use Scripture to support.)

E. Jesus is the only solution to humanity’s separation from God. Slowly and carefully 
list the three critical facts we must all embrace about Jesus, use Scripture to support 
these, and explain why these three truths are necessary to the gospel. 

F.  Although God has provided all with the perfect and proven substitute for the penalty 
our sins have earned, not everyone will be reconciled to him. What two parts make up 
the biblical response to the gospel? Use Scripture to support your answer. Explain what 
these responses “look like” practically. 

G. What happens to the soul who has rightly responded to the gospel, and what should 
she as well as those around her expect to witness post conversion?

4. Read Romans 10:17 once again. This verse mentions the goal of the gospel: faith. Why 
is it imperative that we distinguish between so-called faith and saving faith, and how 
does your life demonstrate the difference?

5. Close your quiet time this morning by asking God’s Spirit to help you align your life more 
closely to his desires and allow you opportunities to share the gospel. Determine to pray 
daily for divine appointments.
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